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May 2020 Infection Prevention & Control 

  

TIPS FOR SAFE TRANSPORT OF CLEAN SUPPLIES BETWEEN SITES TO REDUCE CROSS 

CONTAMINATION BY SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19) 
 

Cleaning at start of day (even though the container(s) were cleaned the day before) 

 

Suitably sized sealable/clippable, wipeable, plastic containers are ideal. Perform hand hygiene (gloves 

unnecessary unless visible contamination) and remove lid. Unless the container is heavily soiled, using either 

paper towel and detergent or detergent wipes, wipe over all surfaces commencing with the least visibly dirty to 

the most including the lid - this may take two wipes. If you wish to disinfect the cleaned surfaces then make up 

some domestos or equivalent to 0.1% (1000 ppm avail chlorine) or pinocleen or equivalent to 0.4% and apply 

after cleaning - leave to dry or for at least a minute. Perform hand hygiene. 

 
From then on for that day 

 

1. Perform hand hygiene then place material/packs in the container and clip/seal. 

 

2. Transport preferably in the boot. 

 

3. For the trip take detergent wipes, alcohol handrub. Consider a spare mask and pair of clean gloves in a 

snap lock bag with a small plastic bag for used gloves/wipes. Transport the handrub in a cooled glove 

box or cool pack in warm weather and do not leave on the dashboard – it is affected at temp over 30 C.  

 

4. When you arrive at your destination, call your contact to do their hands before they come to you – you 

also perform hand hygiene to open the lid which you hold while he/she removes ordered supplies to 

load into his/her own container  

 

5. You replace lid. 

 

At end of day 

 

6. Repeat step one 

 

 If you are receiving clean supplies from other sites, then take a separate cleaned container for them so they do 

not mix with the supplies you are taking. In any case this might be easier because you will need to account for 

pick up and delivery. A clean inside will be retained as long as cleaned hands place clean items in containers 

and cleaned hands remove and replace lid 
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